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For instance,  

•weak entity dependent is mapped into a new table dependent 

•Its primary key is the combination of ssn and name (as ssn is the pk of its 

owner entity Employee, and name is its own partial key) 

•ssn is the foreign key of table dependent and it references Empolyee(ssn) 
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Now the phone table has a foreign key comName that references the 
Company(name) i.e.  

Phone(comName)Company(name) 
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In this example, we mapped each entity of the ERD into a table and specified 

the referential integrity constraints by arcs. 
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In the following slides, we will only look at the approaches that are commonly 

used for each kind of relationships.  
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Note that: 

manages is a one to one relationship. Using the foreign key approach, we 

mapped it into MgrSSN in the department table. Since department  has 

optional minimum cardinality , which means department is optional for an 

employee in this relationship (i.e. each employee may manage zero 

department), we add employee’s pk into department table as department’s fk.  
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We would have gotten the following tables: 

 

Employee(ssn, fname, minit, lname, sex, salary, DOB, deptNumManaged) 

Department(Dnum, Dname, Mgrstartdate) 

 

In this mapping, deptNumManaged means the department number of the 

department that is been managed by the employee, who is a manager and 

Mgrstartdate means when the management started). However, since not every 

employee is a manager (and in fact the majority of them are not), we would get 

a lot of nulls in the columns deptNumManaged , which is not good.  On the 

other hand the mapping on the previous slide is superior as each department 

must have one manager, thus MgrSSN and MgrStartDate will not be null.  
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Works for is a N to 1 relationship, therefore, it is mapped into an attribute Dno 

in employee (which is the entity on the N side). Dno comes from the pk of 

department, therefore it is a foreign key of the employee table. Now the 

meaning of Dno is the department that the employee works for.  

 

The startDate is an attribute on the relationship, during mapping, it is mapped 

to be a column of the employee table 
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WorksOn is a many to many relationship, therefore, it is mapped into a table of 

its own. The attributes of this new table worksOn contain essn, which is the pk 

of the employee table, pno, which is the pk of the Project table, and 

hoursPerweek, which is an attribute of the relationship workson itself.  

The Pk of the workson table is (essn, pno) 
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Supply is a weak entity. It is mapped to a table Supply. Its attributes are 

composed of the pk of the entity supplier (supplierNo), the pk of the entity 

project (ProjectNo), the pk of the entity  part (partNo), and its own attribute 

(Quantity). 

The Pk of the table supply is (supplierNo, ProjectNo, partNo), as all three 

entities (supplier, project, part) have N cardinality on the supply side.  
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Mapping 2: (only map the subtypes, works only if the subtyping is total ) 

 

Undergraduate(id, firstname, minit, lastname, gender, DOB, highschoolGPA) 

Graduate(id, firstname, minit, lastname, gender, DOB, underGPA) 

 

Mapping 3: (only map the supertype, there is a type field which represents 

“undergraduate” or “graduate”, works only if the subtyping is disjoint,  the 

mapping may result in lots of NULLs in the DB ) 

 

student(id, firstname, minit, lastname, gender, DOB, type,  highschoolGPA, 

underGPA) 

 

Mapping 4: (only map the supertype, there is  boolean field for each subtype, 

works only if the subtyping is total, and the mapping may result in lots of 

NULLs in the DB ) 

 

student(id, firstname, minit, lastname, gender, DOB, isUnder, isGraduate,  

highschoolGPA, underGPA) 
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Mapping Steps:  

1. Map all entities (regular and weak) 

We will get the following tables (as we already did earlier) 

 

Employee(ssn, Firstname, minit, Lastname, Address, sex, salary, DOB) 

 

Department (Number, Name,  ManagerStartDate) 

 

Department_Location(Dnumber, Location) 

 

Project(Number, Name, location) 

 

Dependent(essn, Name, Relationship, sex) 

 

2. Map all relatioinships 

(a) Works_for (m:1) relationship 

Mapped to a column Dno in the employee table  as Employee(ssn, Firstname,  
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minit, Lastname, Address, sex, salary, DOB, dno) 

(b) Manages (1:1) relationship 

Mapped to a column managerSSN in the department table as  Department 

(Number, Name,  ManagerStartDate, managerSSN) 

(c) Controls (1:m) relationship 

Mapped to a column controllingDno in the project table as Project(Number, 

Name, location, controllingDno) 

(d) works_on (m:n) relationsip 

Mapped to an intersection table works_on as works_on (essn, projectNum, 

hoursPerWeek) 

(e) Two identifying relationships located_at and the has_dependent have 

already been reflected in the two tables (department_location and dependent), 

so no mapping is needed 

(d) Recursive supervises (1:m) relationship 

Mapped to a column supervisorSSN in the employee table as Employee(ssn, 

Firstname, minit, Lastname, Address, sex, salary, DOB, dno, superSSN) 
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Surrogate keys have the advantages of being simple, numeric, immutable, 

which make it a good candidate for primary keys.  

 

At the end of the ER-relational schema mapping phase, you may choose to 

convert all the composite keys to surrogate keys (so that each table only has 

a simple immutable PK). Note that some tables (e.g. Department) already 

have their own natural key (Number), which might be a unique number created 

based on business rules. However, since business rule may change, so there 

are drawbacks in using those natural keys as the PK (all the related rows in 

child tables have to be changed in the event of a pk change).  

 

Note that with the introduction of a surrogate key (eid) in Employee (as ssn 

should not be the PK due to privacy laws),  it causes several changes in other 

related tables: 

1. the change of superssn to superEid in the Employee table,  

2.  essneid in the works_on table,  

3. essneid in the dependent table 

 

After surrogate keys are introduced, please do not forget the natural keys  
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should have unique constraint set in the future. We document them in the 

following: 

Employee(ssn) is unique 

Department_Location(dID, Location) is unique 

Works_on(eid, projectID) is unique 

Dependent(eid, Name) is unique 
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